Notable Highlights for Hysterical Love:
• 2015 indieB.R.A.G. Medallion Honoree
• Kirkus Reviews — “Wilke is a skilled writer, able to plausibly inhabit Dan’s young male perspective… A wellwritten, engaging, sometimes-frustrating tale of reaching adulthood a little late.”
• Literary Fiction Book Review: “Devon Wilke manages to convey the male psyche with a good-natured humor
that seems eminently believable. Hysterical Love is a deftly told tale...”
• Readers’ Favorite Book Reviews: “I just finished reading Hysterical Love, the newest novel by Lorraine Devon
Wilke, and I must say, I simply adored it! Her writing style is witty, pointed and funny, even hilarious at times.”
• WE Magazine for Women: “8 Books Worth Reading This Summer, 2015”
• Barb Taub UK Book Blog — “I never found a writer who was as good as DH Lawrence, but who could also get
into a man’s head and tell that story. Until now. Wilke is a kind of genius. Or a damn good writer doing a better
job of getting into the head of the opposite sex than DH Lawrence anyway. She combines humor, terrific writing,
and some none-too-gently acquired truths into a different kind of relationship story.”
• A Woman’s Wisdom, UK Book Blog—“This is one of those books which exceeded all my expectations. I was
expecting a romance with a couple of twists but what I got was something far deeper and more satisfying. If you
want a book with many layers and to be thoroughly entertained by a cracking story then this one is for you.”
• Crossroads Reviews — “So worth the read. If you want a great laugh then pick this one up. The story was
great, as were the characters. Unpredictable in so many ways. One to stick with you.”
• Johnny Tan, FMMK Talk Radio — “Hysterical Love is a whip-smart narrative of modern family misadventure
and romantic entanglement that is skillfully blended with humor and drama.”
• The Amy Beth Arkawy Radio Show — “A humorous literary journey that weaves complicated romances and
fragile family relationships with themes of realization and forgiveness.”
• Matters of the Mind Talk Radio, Dr. Peter Sacco & Todd Miller — “A cathartic journey by a cultural gypsy.”

Notable Highlights for After The Sucker Punch
• Finalist, 2015 Book of the Year Award, Independent Author Network
• 2014 indieB.R.A.G. Medallion Honoree
• Top 50 Indie Books, June 2014 —IndieAuthorNews
• Top-5 Beach Reads —Rosie Amber’s Beach Reads Blog Tour 2015
• Publishers Weekly/BookLife — “A realistic and profound journey of realization and forgiveness…a solid
novel that admirably explores the fragile, fraught relationship between parent and child.”
• Tracy Trivas, author of The Wish Stealers (Simon & Schuster)— “With bare-bone honesty and fiery
dialogue, Wilke explores the loaded relationship between parents and their adult-children, examining the brave
and lonely journey of self-discovery, reinvention, and healing…raw and brave. ”
• Junior Burke, author of Something Gorgeous (farfalla press/McMillan & Parrish)— “A keenly executed
character study. The novel is tightly structured and holds its complex elements with a sure and skillful grip. The
dialogue pops…a thoroughly engaging and enjoyable read.”
• Mark Barry, Green Wizard Publishing— “A great, sweeping, beautifully written, page-turning read, gripping
from page one. A family saga with ambition and class. Meant to be absorbed over time, savoured by lamplight.”
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